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 ART COMMISSION 
 
Minutes of the meeting Wednesday, October 25, 2017 
Beginning at 2:00 p.m. 
 
PRESENT OF THE COMMISSION: Indovina, Arimoto-Mercer, Baskinger, 

Goulatia, Heidemann, Luckett, Moss, Gable, 
Gastil 

 
PRESENT OF THE STAFF:    Guerra, Rearick 
             
   
                                   AGENDA ITEMS COVERED IN THESE MINUTES 

ITEM PAGE 
1. Greenways Pittsburgh 2.0 1-4 
2. Phipps Conservatory 4-5 
3. Carrick Intersection 6-8 
4. Envision Downtown 8-15 
5. Vitmore 15-20 
6. Liberty Green 20-21 

Stephen Foster Review and Deliberation 22-29 
 
A.  Approval of Meeting Minutes 
Roll call.  Indovina asks for Commissioners to review the minutes.  Arimoto-Mercer asks for a 
correction on page 11 of 16 of the August minutes, the fifth line from the bottom, she would like 
to add “when it is warm and gets hot.” 
 
Luckett moved to approve the minutes.  Arimoto-Mercer seconded the motion.  Motion carried. 
 
Moss added to the record that Heidemann entered the meeting. 
 
B.  Correspondence 
Guerra stated that there was not any regular correspondence. 
 
C. Items for Review  

 
1. Greenways Pittsburgh 2.0-Resource Guide and Staff Review Standards  

(Conceptual/Final) 
Josh Lippert, Senior Environmental Planner at City of Pittsburgh 

 
Lippert stated that throughout the past year the City has done a robust revamp of the Greenways 
program that was established in the late 70’s and early 80’s here in Pittsburgh, one of the oldest 
programs in the Country.  Over the past year the City received grant funding from DCNR and also 
Capital Budget funds to reexamine the Greenways.  One of the first things was to clearly define 
what Greenways are for Pittsburgh.  A greenway with the new definition is a permanently 
conserved, permanently passive open space, that is stewarded primarily by the community and 
serves to benefit all adjacent neighborhoods in the general public.  One of the main nuances he 
states is that greenways being stewarded primarily by the community has been added.  Some of 
the key benefits for the greenways program that were examined were equity, improving access 
to green space, and how the greenways can fit into areas where there isn’t a walkshed or access 
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to a park.  In terms of ecology, greenways have many benefits stated Lippert.  They preserve and 
restore native species, they manage storm water and improve air quality and they protect wildlife 
habitats in creating corridors, as well as reducing heat island effect.  In terms of economy they 
raise investment through community capacity building, they provide opportunities for workforce 
development and they reduce the impacts of illegal dumping.  In terms of placemaking these 
greenways are the aesthetic character of Pittsburgh.  When you come out of the tunnels you see 
natural lush hillsides which are generally the greenway system said Lippert.  They provide green 
spaces in-between communities and they preserve cultural and historical assets.  Then finally by 
creating these connections between communities it also creates connectivity not only for wildlife 
and ecological benefits but also for bikes and pedestrians as well.  Lippert said one of the key 
premises of the new program was to explore typologies in terms of community capacity and the 
City identified two main typologies; conservation greenways and passive greenways.  
Conservation greenways are greenways that are identified and concentrated for conservation 
purposes.  For conservation greenways it’s the lowest access point for communities as far as 
capacity, seeing as the main activities that occur there are dump site cleanups and invasive 
species remediation.  For passive greenways it has the allowance for trail networks. Lippert went 
on to explain further about the Greenways typologies as well as the anatomy of a greenway.  He 
stated that today the City has twelve designated greenways totaling 605 acres, which contribute 
to 14% of Pittsburgh’s public open space.  Once a year the City will be hosting a greenway 
steward symposium, celebrating the work of stewards and training them on nuances, and to 
provide inspiration.  The reason for appearance at Art Commission is due to approval for the 
specific standards that have been developed for greenways.  These standards include signage 
that has been approved, benches, fencing, plantings, trails, green infrastructure and art 
installations.  These were vetted through focus groups as well as the sub consultant on the project, 
evolveEA as well as Studio Bryan Hanes from Philadelphia.  Bryan Hanes group helped identify 
current standards and helped construct them for the greenways program.  There are one page 
cut sheets that give stewards a shopping list, where stewards can easily go to a local hardware 
store and find easily accessible materials that are easy guides for easy construction of the 
elements.  There are two benches, an Adirondack style and one that is a constructed wood top 
that goes on top of cut logs that come out of the greenway, so recycled materials. 
 
Moss: What is your schedule for implementing? 
 
Lippert: The first hurtle was to develop the legislation.  The original program was actually never 
legislated so we’re using the prededent of the Adopt A Lot program and we have a first draft of 
the legislation.  We hope to take it to Council before the new year and have it at least adopted by 
late 2017 or early 2018.  And we’re already working with greenway stewards that had come 
forward during the focus group process and furthering some of their projects even though the 
program hasn’t been fully adopted. 
 
Indovina: So you’re asking us to approve this resource guide which would be a guide to 
designating, improving, maintaining, etc. greenways.  Is that correct? 
 
Lippert: Correct.  Mostly just the element section.  These are going to be the standards.  Similar 
to streetscape standards, these would be the only standards they can use in the greenway.  They 
can’t go out and purchase an off the shelf bench they’d have to create this bench.  The reason 
we want to do that is to make sure people identify these as greenway spaces and not other types 
of spaces in the City. 
 
Moss:  So if somebody wanted to install something in the greenway that was not one of those 
elements, that would still be coming before the Art Commission? 
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Lippert: Before Art Commission, yes.  And that would be vetted through the greenways program 
manager and the art manager-they would identify the need for Art Commission.  And then we 
have included art installations.  Working with Yesica we have written something regarding 
environmental art, and those would always come through Art Commission. 
 
Indovina: Does it also apply to new greenways or expansion of greenways? 
 
Lippert: For the art installations or the standards? 
 
Indovinda: The standards and what would come back to Art Commission. 
 
Lippert: No, the standards would be the standards and if there are any new greenways 
designated, they would have to follow the standards that are in the greenways guide.  So this 
applies for existing and future. 
 
Indovina: So if someone was to propose a new greenway somewhere else in the City, what is the 
process for that? 
 
Lippert:  The process for that, they first have to work with the greenways program manager who 
works it through the greenway advisory panel.  Once it’s identified that it has the right connectivity, 
the right size and scale, it then goes to Planning Commission.  Then Planning Commission gives 
a recommendation to staff to take it before City Council for designation approval. 
 
Moss: And so long as they are following the guidelines that are put in there and specifically for 
the elements built, it would not come before Art Commission? 
 
Lippert: Correct.  So they become designated and when they do the implementation plan they 
would identify locations for the elements.  So they’d already be pre-approved, the specific 
elements.  There are performance standards written into these elements, where they can occur 
and cannot occur. 
 
Heidemann: I see there’s also a note that you’re requesting our consideration for staff review 
powers to be granted for Planning staff for future greenways projects. 
 
Lippert: Yes and that’s mostly for placement purposes.  We don’t want to bring them back every 
time they’re installing a fence along the edge of greenway. 
 
Indovina: So it’s limited to that? 
 
Lippert: Correct. 
 
Indovina asks for audience input.  There was no audience comment. 
 
Goulatia:  So who is going to maintain the fences then? 
 
Lippert: The stewards are responsible for the maintenance. 
 
Goulatia: Who are identified by the community, right? 
 
Lippert: Yes.  It’s kind of a give and take.  The stewards typically want to designate greenways to 
protect the backyards of their houses so it’s not developed.  So they get that protection and then 
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on the backside they have to operate and maintain the greenway.  And we have a yearly report 
that they have to provide to the City, that is something that we had not required in the past.  It was 
always part of the program but was not enforced.  So it’s something that can help us engage as 
well. 
 
Indovina: So as I understand this approval would be for approving the standard elements and 
general placement of those elements within a greenway. 
 
Lippert: Yes 
 
Indovina asks for a motion. 
 
MOTION:  Final approval of the City Greenways resource guide and staff review 

powers specifically toward the Greenway elements. 
MOVED BY        Moss                  SECONDED BY   Heidemann 
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None         CARRIED 
 
         

2. Phipps Conservatory-Palm Court Restoration  
(Conceptual/Final) 
Jason Wirick, Director of Facilities and Sustainability at Phipps and  

 
Wirick states that today he is before the Commission seeking Conceptual and Final approval of 
the Phipps Conservatory Palm Court roof preservation project.  The City of Pittsburgh owns 
Phipps Conservatory. Phipps Conservatory, the non-profit, leases and maintains the 
Conservatory.  Continuing the effort, the Conservatory has been preserving the glasshouses 
utilizing aluminum extrusions that match the historic profiles of the original glass conservatories, 
over the past couple of decades.  In 2002 the Conservatory preserved the Victorian Room roof, 
2013 the Conservatory preserved the Gallery Room, and in 2015 the South Conservatory was 
preserved, which was brought back to the original glass facing and also the original cresting on 
top of the roof.  In 2016 the Serpentine Room preservation project was completed.  This year the 
Conservatory is pursuing the Palm Court roof renovation.  Every three years a due diligence report 
is done regarding the historic glass houses.  This was slated to be the next pursued project.  The 
scope of work is at the gutter line up to the original ridge crest.  In 1930 the original section of the 
glass roof was taken off of the original Palm Court and the hope is that part of this project is to 
bring back that element and some of the ornamental features.  It is seen as a 75 year opportunity 
to bring back the grandeur of the Palm Court.  Wirick turns the presentation to Jim Smith, the 
architect and consultant from Montgomery and Smith, who has been working with Phipps for the 
last couple of decades, to share technical details. 
 
Smith hands out printed copies of the presentation for the Commissioners review.  Smith states 
that he is a consultant for preservation projects concerning glasshouses, greenhouses, and 
conservatories throughout all of North America.  He states that Phipps is an assortment of 13 
historic structures all interconnected, approximately 122 years old.  He states they have been 
systematically going through the restoration of each of the buildings since 2002.  This is the eighth 
project in the series, which kind of jumped ahead of a couple of other forecasted projects he said, 
due to advanced deterioration of the wood rafters.  In many places the rafters are not attached to 
the structure anymore, so the fear is any wind incident could lift off some of the glass.  So this 
jumped ahead and an engineering study was done in 2002 to see if the structure could handle a 
reinstallation of the dramatic ridge and could handle the extra weight of laminated glass that is 
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required.  The result was good, it said the building was robust enough to take that with a few 
minor changes in that steel structure.  A reevaluation was done this summer, another engineering 
evaluation confirmed that with some minor changes, so there is confidence about going ahead 
with the project.  Also, the building will be returning to the original texture.  Smith then shows the 
Commission a 3 dimensional model of the Palm Court restoration.  Smith states this is a once in 
a 100 year or possibly 120 year opportunity.  The opportune time to do the cresting is when re-
glazing the glass of the roof, so the time to do both is 2018.  In its history, in the 1930’s there was 
a tremendous windstorm that did a lot of damage where glass had blown out.  One of the 
questions when looking at this preservation work was could that happen again.  At that time period 
glass was held in place on wood rafters with little tiny brads and some putty on top.  The system 
now is a robust system with aluminum rafters with caps and screws, which is much more durable 
and can withstand wind pressures 5-10 times what the system in that time period could stand.   
 
Arimoto-Mercer: How much wind pressure can that structure withstand? 
 
Smith:  We’re designing around a 60 mile an hour sustained wind and the structure actually does 
move slightly.  And that’s one reason it’s in great shape, it’s not so rigid that it can’t take wind, 
much like earthquake resistant buildings, the glass itself can take some movement.  If it was rigid 
it would crack, but it moves with the structure.  That’s a design ethic since the 1820’s, that 
glasshouse structures seem to survive better because they are flexible.  So this new system just 
enhances that capability. 
 
Indovina: So you’re returning the facing back to the original design? 
 
Smith: Yes. 
 
Indovina: I assume you’re going to reconstruct the entire roof structure. 
 
Smith: Right, the steel superstructure underneath is intact and is as close to the original design.  
There have been some modifications over the years but in a positive way reinforcing that steel 
structure.  In the older pictures you can see it is a little bit narrower visual of the banding going 
across and that will be returned to, it is more appropriate for that building and the rhythm of the 
glass facing going across. 
 
Indovina asks for audience input.  There was no audience comment. 
 
Indovina says it is admirable to turn the appearance back to the original intent.  He asks for a 
motion. 
 
MOTION:  Final approval for the Palm Court restoration to restore the glasshouse to 

its original concept. 
MOVED BY        Arimoto-Mercer                  SECONDED BY   Goulatia 
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None         CARRIED 
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3. Carrick Intersection 
(Final Review) 
Councilwoman Rudiak, Kati Sawyer, Mobility Engineer, Guy Ruff, Artist, and Yesica 
Guerra, Public Art and Civic Design Manager 

 
Guerra introduced the project as a project envisioned by the Office of Councilwoman Rudiak, 
facilitated by the Public Art and Civic Design Department in collaboration with the Department of 
Public Works, the Office of Management and Budget, and Law Department.  The intent is to 
activate the intersection of Brownsville and Parkfield Roads by utilizing pavement markings by 
way of establishing a civic gateway.  This artistic implementation aims to function as a traffic 
calming mechanism, increasing the safety and visibility of pedestrians while also enhancing the 
pedestrian level experience through the creation of a vibrant and engaging node.  Guerra also 
pointed out that this would be the first public art designed intersection by the City of Pittsburgh.  
While there are artistic crosswalks, this would be the first intersection. 
 
Rudiak stated she is Councilwoman for the southernmost neighborhoods of Pittsburgh, 
representing Carrick, Overbrook, Beechview, Brookline, Bon Air, and a small part of Mt. 
Washington.  She grew up in Carrick and went to Carrick High School and is now a resident of 
Brownsville Road.  Historically Brownsville Road was considered the Penn Avenue or Point 
Breeze of the Southside, she stated.  Grand homes were scattered throughout the neighborhood, 
but like many Pittsburgh neighborhoods Carrick has seen disinvestment and population drain over 
the past 50 years.  She states that in her past 8 years on Council she has worked to reinvest in 
Carrick’s assets and drawn positive attention and activity to Brownsville Road’s business corridor.  
There have been many public and private conversations with residents who have a wish to feel 
safer walking along Brownsville Road, and that the City in general give more attention to the 
Southern neighborhoods. 
 
Rudiak stated that the art intersection is a combination of many conversations and her desire to 
create something special for the neighborhood.  Not just an intersection but a focal point and a 
reason for people to linger and discover this gateway to the neighborhood’s grandest assets.  She 
states the intersection in question has been an intersection that has been being talked about since 
her first year on Council.  It is located right next to a senior high-rise equidistant from a daycare 
and a school, and right down the street from a high school and a park.  There was a desire to see 
the intersection be safer, so she states that she set aside money in the Capital Budget for 
technical upgrades; to add a third crosswalk, to change around some of the ways the poles were 
structured, to create pedestrian signage, and walk/don’t walk signals because it was close to 
amenities.  She says that in addition to requesting money for the technical upgrades in talking to 
a lot of colleagues across the country and through the nature of her work, she had seen that many 
other parts of the country had been implementing artistic crosswalks and again thought that since 
this area was equidistant from all these amenities and a focal point in the neighborhood, it would 
be good to include an artistic element.  There was a community meeting held on March 12, 2017 
that was facilitated by the Department of City Planning and Public Works.  Community participants 
were asked to identify their interests in regard to the identity of Carrick and their interests in regard 
to the aesthetics, placemaking, and most importantly the safety of the intersection.  The 
community was engaged in discussion and there were a number of meetings over the past few 
months and in the summer when the RFP went out.  The project and design are supported by the 
Carrick Community Council and the neighboring property owners with the largest included, Union 
Realty.  Rudiak mentioned the support letters included in the application.  The community’s 
feedback was incorporated into the design.  For context she showed an image and stated the 
third zebra strip crosswalk is being installed to make the intersection a triangle.  Previously you 
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had to cross the street to the southern side and then cross the street, so this will make the 
intersection safer in general. 
 
Artist Guy Ruff said he researched the feedback from the community which mentioned the name 
of Carrick-on-Suir, a town in Ireland with notable use of Swans.  The swan is a symbol for love, 
fidelity, grace, and beauty.  He then made a scene of flowering grace, and stated he visualized 
the winds.  He made use of triangles as a response to the actual shape of the intersection.  The 
muted colors were used as outlined in the RFP.  The art will be applied using a thermoplastic 
contractor.  Ruff introduced Katy Sawyer to discuss materials. 
 
Sawyer stated that intersection will be fabricated and installed with preformed thermoplastic 
material.  It is a durable plastic. The pavement is heated, it is applied to the asphalt surface, and 
it will probably last 7-8 years at this intersection. 
 
Indovina asks if there are any questions or comments from the Commission. 
 
Baskinger: I have a question specifically about the thermoplastic.  Can you talk more about what 
material that is and maybe the lifespan of it, and how it may perform in weather? 
 
Sawyer: It is a preformed plastic heat material.  All of the piano key style crosswalks in the City of 
Pittsburgh are made out of it.  It is heat applied to the asphalt and actually adheres to the asphalt 
that way.  In typical applications they will last anywhere from 6-10 years. 
 
Baskinger: How thick are they? 
 
Sawyer: Extremely thin. 
 
Baskinger: So is it like an overlay that bonds to the asphalt itself? 
 
Sawyer: Yes, if you walk outside, the piano key crosswalks that are right here, exact same 
material.  And they are skid resistant as well.  They won’t be made out of any reflective paint for 
this particular project because you can only reserve that for white or yellow traffic related 
pavement markings. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer: I think it’s a very thoughtful design.  It’s a pretty bleak intersection and kind of 
confusing, and I think it brings some sort of order to that space. 
 
Heidemann: I appreciate the meaning and I think thoughtful is a good word for it. 
 
Luckett: I like how in addition to being thoughtful, that it really animates it, but it doesn’t make it 
busy or disorienting.  Nice job. 
 
Guerra: If I may add, I have to say this was a great project to be part of in collaboration with 
Department of Public Works, the Office of Business and Management, and Councilwoman 
Rudiak.  Internally it just flowed and that was amazing to see inside of the City.  I’m really proud 
of this project as a City. 
 
Rudiak:  I want to thank all our partners at the City as well and I want to particularly thank Public 
Works and Director Gable.  I remember we had conversations about this many years ago and as 
late as this spring.  I’m happy to make this an intersection that people can be proud of in Carrick 
and I’m going to say this out loud, I think many residents of our South Pittsburgh neighborhoods 
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feel like it is not our Southern neighborhoods like Carrick that see a lot of art or artistic activation 
in the City.  I think it’s really meaningful for residents and the school children that will walk by to 
see this.  And I put this kind of back to everyone who has worked on this project, I’m leaving Office 
in two months but something that we had discussed further down the line is that Carrick is about 
2 miles long, which makes it really difficult to put up banners or other kinds of signifying 
neighborhood things but wouldn’t it be interesting.  But if every few blocks you had an artistic 
intersection, you could designate that you’re in the neighborhood of Carrick.  Part of the design 
call was that it could be iterated in other crosswalks so, my successor is not here but, you all are 
here, so hopefully that’s something we can do in the future. 
 
Indovina asks for public comment or question.  Without any, he asks for a motion. 
 
MOTION:      Final approval of the Carrick intersection artistic activation. 
MOVED BY        Heidemann                  SECONDED BY   Moss 
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None         CARRIED 
 
 

 
4. Envision Downtown-The Great Route 

(Final) 

Sean Luther, Executive Director at Envision Downtown 

 
Luther states he is the immediate past Executive Director of Envision Downtown and says that 
Jeremy Waldrup from Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership is also present.  As a reminder, Luther 
says that Envision Downtown is a partnership between the Mayor’s Office and the Pittsburgh 
Downtown Partnership.  The mandate is to deploy quick and demonstrative mobility infrastructure 
projects in Downtown.  He stated that this is the third time the Great Route project has been in 
front of the Art Commission.  He stated that as a quick reminder, at this time last year they came 
for a preliminary and final review of a pilot pedestrian down lighting project which was installed 
earlier in the spring.  And then just a couple of months ago they came for a preliminary discussion 
about the graphic pattern for the super graphics, which is what he is going to dive back into today 
for the Great Route.  From a project overview perspective, he says as a quick reminder, the Great 
Route is designed to demonstrate what pedestrian infrastructure could look like in Downtown 
Pittsburgh if it was at all times functioning from a public and private perspective at 150%  The first 
area that is able to demonstrate this improved pedestrian experience is between Point State Park 
and Market Square in Gateway Center, with the goal of connecting those two public assets in 
Point State Park and Market Square.  There are about 12,000 people a day on an average work 
day sending time in or moving through Market Square.  There are about 4,000-5,000 people in 
that same time period in Point State Park, but less than half of that in the public facing piece of 
Gateway Center.  The goal through this project is to really better connect those two assets and 
try to create a sense of movement and a sense of place in what is one of the largest and most 
iconic public and private partnerships in Downtown Pittsburgh.  He said that what they have 
already completed of this project in addition to the pedestrian down lighting project is a series of 
traffic calming measure which were installed later in the spring, in partnership with Department of 
Public Works and Mobility and Infrastructure, and that included reducing the number of inbound 
lanes on Liberty Avenue, installing at key intersections the graphic enhanced crosswalk, as well 
as some sidewalk extensions to create additional space and improve efficiency for transit 
operations.  For orientation on the site, he points to the corridor between Point State Park and 
Market Square.  The first phase of the Great Route is about this conceptual but not necessarily 
tourism path, between the two spaces.  Luther said that this is not the Heritage Trail in Boston, 
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this is not the Greenway in Indianapolis, and it’s not something that a concierge at the Fairmount 
Hotel is going to tell you to go experience.  It’s a series of improvements that together sum up to 
almost subconsciously move downtown visitors and downtown office workers and residents 
through this corridor and in some instances, encourage them to spend time there.  He says what 
as it is important to talk about where to apply the super graphic concept, there are a number of 
large areas within Gateway Center that are large seas of concrete which have not been 
programmed, that are incapable of supporting traditional street trees because of vaults and private 
property ownership, so that’s an area where some of the tactical programming will be 
concentrated to make a more cohesive experience.  He says today he is mostly going to talk 
about the revised super graphic concept.  Luther said a few months ago there were three different 
concepts, two being very flushed out and very specific iconograpic designs and the third was 
essentially a fresh start of going back and coming up with something a little simpler.  After the 
conversation with the Commission, Envision Downtown took the feedback and understood they 
needed to go back to the drawing board and find a shape and an icon that was much simpler, 
much easier to explain, and much more indicative and authentic to the downtown experience and 
the history of the central business district.  The super graphic at its core designed to allow creation 
of a unifying experience over a corridor that has at least six different types of pavement treatment 
on the sidewalks and on the roadway.  Rather than doing a traditional streetscape project that 
rips all of that up and installs a single concrete, the super graphic is used in a large format to take 
focus not on what is different but to see that unifying pattern.  He says that as reminder, this is a 
graphic development project, it did not go through a traditional artistic development process, and 
it is not meant to have the same weight to it or thoughtful experience as seen in the Carrick project.  
This is designed to be a temporary and pilot driven expression of how public infrastructure is 
viewed. Luther said that when trying to identify an important design element they were drawn 
back to the golden triangle and the Aztec yellow that permeates the Sunday night football 
experience, what Pittsburgher’s see about themselves, and what the nation and world see us as.  
Red House from the South Side has put together what Luther calls a simplistic interpretation of 
the downtown street grid itself and the golden triangle at the macro level, which is pulled down 
into this stylized and graphic interpretation.  This particular shape not only meets what he calls 
his requirement of being clean, simple, and easy to maintain and replace as needed, but the 
triangle shape itself creates a lot of leeway in creating larger graphic patterns based off of a 
smaller version of this.  He showed the application at the street level and how they can be 
assembled into different shapes and states that it demonstrates movement through the space.  
There are a lot of triangles added up into chevrons and into arrows in almost a carpet pattern 
outside of Gateway Four, to activate that large concrete area.  Zooming in he said this is how they 
expect it to lay out in shape and location.  He stated they are trying to get a lot of paint in the key 
nodes, especially in areas of multiple paving types.  Luther then showed the site at the intersection 
of Stanwix and Liberty as a large area of concrete, where the triangles will be used in a different 
pattern and with high impact planters, he said to pull the Market Square visitor experience into 
Gateway Center.  Luther said this is an important compass point.  He said the other element of 
the project are the large planters to introduce organic elements.  The landscape design associates 
at Pashek have picked a fairly muted, standard planter Luther said, that works well with the space 
and picks up on the metallic and the browns.  They considered a neon green and royal blue but 
decided to keep the landscape pattern.  Because Envision Downtown is testing and pilot driven, 
they’ll be using acrylic based paint.  They are testing right now in Gateway Center two types of 
PPG acrylic; one is latex acrylic and one is a waterborne acrylic which will stay out over the winter 
to see how the paint weathers.  This will insure enough longevity of this project so that it doesn’t 
wear in or burn in.  Most super graphics will be in the pedestrian right of way and not the car path, 
so they are hopeful to get between 3-4 years of lifespan out of the paint treatment as compared 
to some of the other projects in the right of way that only have a 12-18 month lifespan.  Luther 
said this will continue to be tested and a final decision will be made with DOMI and DPW.  The 
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Colcom Foundation is funding the project to leverage the design dollars from the Heinz 
Endowments and the Hillman Family Foundation.  Luther proceeded to show existing conditions 
of the area.  As for timing he stated the original plan was to have everything in place by Light Up 
Night but because of the reschedule of this presentation, they are almost certain to wait until 
spring as they want to make sure there is a single sense of change in the space and so they 
would like the graphic treatment, the planters, and the planting program all to go into the ground 
at the same time.  Then they plan to test and monitor how the public continues to use the space 
throughout 2018 and moving forward with the hope that a larger conversation is being driven 
about the public and private space in Gateway Center. 
 
Luckett: When you say temporary, what do you mean by temporary? 
 
Luther: We’re hopeful to get between 3-4 years out of both the traffic pattern and the super 
graphics.  So it’s longer in term than most of our pilots, Strawberry Way lasted 2 seasons, but this 
is a much larger space and the conversation about what could happen in this space in the future, 
we’re going to need a little bit more time to continue to engage the stakeholders and the public 
and private sector partners who will determine the future for this space. 
 
Luckett:  And then, are there currently both in Point State Park and in Market Square, any 
wayfinding signs or kiosks throughout? 
 
Luther:  There is vehicle wayfinding from the City’s wayfinder system.  The Downtown Partnership 
will actually be back in front of this group next month with their revised updates on a citywide 
pedestrian wayfinding pilot, and eventually permanent project.  So this is likely to be an area 
where we can test some of the early elements of that.  That pedestrian wayfinding does not exist 
right now. 
 
Heidemann: So it being a pilot, that ensues it’s a trial period.  Can you expand upon what exactly 
you’re measuring or evaluating and those indicators for success within this pilot? 
 
Luther:  The indicators are twofold.  On the pedestrian safety piece, this relies more on the road 
closures and the lane adjustments, we’ve been measuring 85th percentile vehicle speed, 
instances of cars yielding or not yielding to pedestrians at the mid-block crossings, and instances 
of pedestrians crossing outside of the designated crossing areas.  We’ve actually seen 
improvements on all of those metrics since graphic crosswalks were installed and the traffic 
calming was installed.  We’ll continue working with DOMI to advance additional traffic calming 
measures and we’ll continue to monitor that.  On the public life perspective we actually yearly 
monitor this space in our public life, public space survey.  And so on one weekday and one 
weekend Saturday, we go down and physically document how many people are spending time in 
Market Square, Gateway Center, and Point State Park, how many people are moving through 
those spaces, whether they be pedestrians or cyclists.  We have a baseline from 2015, the first 
time we did that and we actually just completed that for 2017.   So to me, that will be the bellwether 
of if we are seeing an increased usage of the public sections of Gateway Center.  If we actually 
see the number of people spending time go up, the number of pedestrians moving through the 
space go up, that is our success metric. 
 
Goulatia: The triangle motif, it’s going to just be a motif right?  And it’s scattered all over.  In some 
of the sections it was just scattered and in some places it’s being made into a pattern. 
 
Luther: Exactly.  For the most part it’s clustered in these larger patterns to create the impact that 
we’re hoping to gain from the super graphic concept.  But we didn’t want it to just be concentrated 
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in a couple of nodes, we wanted to have that breadcrumb trail throughout the corridor as well to 
again subconsciously indicate that a visitor is moving through a space to get to another space.  
That’s why you do see the triangle on its own in some instances and summed up in others. 
 
Moss: If I can follow-up regarding that.  I’d like to compliment you on the logo design of the simple 
triangle.  I think it is very simple and elegant and gets the point across, and I think it works well 
graphically with the existing crosswalks.  You’re overview that shows how they are all used, really 
starts to get kind of crazy.  It seems like you’re using it in way too many methods to try to be 
pointing arrows, in very confusing manners.  I think the simplicity of the logo needs to be brought 
to the directional arrow marking that you are doing, because quite honestly if I look at that, you 
probably have half a dozen different arrow shapes up there and that really just starts to become 
a mess.  Visually a mess.  So I think if you can find a way to simplify your directional pointing it 
would be an improvement. 
 
Luther: We can certainly continue to work with City Planning Staff and DPW staff to refine that.  
We want to make sure that the lines of communication are very clear on what we are going to do 
when we go out to install this in the spring.  This is our intention right now but based on that 
feedback we can continue working with Yesica and Director Gable’s staff to insure that we meet 
that mandate. 
 
Luckett:  I was just wondering if those directional elements are pushing from the outside in, is 
there anything indicating from inside out? 
 
Luther:  The reason there are different… 
 
Luckett: I’m not saying that there needs to be, but I’m just asking that because there are some 
elements that are kind of pointing towards Market Square and then ones kind of like a curve, you 
don’t know where that’s going. 
 
Luther: The rationale and why there are so many different arrow and chevron shapes is to insure 
that bi-directional sense.  I think of it mostly as getting from Market Square to Point State Park.  
The goal is frankly probably the opposite, that you have a causal visitor in Point State Park that 
we want to get up to the restaurants in Market Square.  That’s why in most instances the chevrons 
are paired together.  They do turn on either side of the intersections to indicate how to continue 
on that route but I am not aware of any instance where we have one arrow shape going one 
direction, without going the other. 
 
Guerra: I have a question about the lifespan.  You said you’re trying to pilot this for two-three 
years, then what happens with the paint, whenever the paint starts fading, what’s the plan?  Are 
we power washing that to completely disappear, what’s after that? 
 
Luther: What we did with the Strawberry Way project, which we got less out of the paint than what 
we were expecting, that was an acrylic but that was a water based acrylic which is why we’re 
testing this latex product with a timer and on a sidewalk, rather than a car path over the winter.  
But we were able to actually reengage the designer from that project who also installed the mural 
and came back to touch-up that in a way that did not 100% bring that back to life, but it was 
satisfactory enough that we felt like we were maintaining the sense of her work.  In this instance 
what I like about the simplicity of the graphic design as opposed to a more formal artistic treatment 
is if there’s damage or if we see burn in or wear in on a specific section of the route, we can 
actually reapply that with the same stencil.  We can touch that up, we can pressure wash and 
start over.  This is kind of the opportunity with paint as opposed to a situation where you’re creating 
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a more permanent design as you all just saw with the thermoplastic in Carrick.  The paint gives 
us that flexibility.  It does create a larger ownness on maintenance and that’s part of what the 
Downtown Partnership does very well.  They maintain that clean and safe portfolio in Downtown 
Pittsburgh and so this will rely on their expertise to maintain the visitor experience through that 
installation as well. 
 
Indovina: So if you’re planning to renew it then this is not a three to four year installation, this 
would go on further. 
 
Luther: This would be an interim issue.  If we find that the salt wears on the design more than 
we’re anticipating by this time next year we’ll need to be touching up.  I don’t anticipate that after 
three years, actually I can tell you that Yesica will probably not let me.  After three years we expect 
to be coming back to this body to talk about a larger sidewalk rebuild or a landscaping plan or a 
public private partnership to activate this space on a long-term basis.  I do not to expect that we’ll 
be back in three years to say we’re going to reapply or we’re just going to modify the design or 
change the color to blue, and then reinstall.  So the touchups would be on a year to year basis 
well within this existing framework that would be discussed today. 
 
Indovina: So it’s intended this would be an interim step. 
 
Luther:  Exactly. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer:  I’m still confused about what temporary means.  We talked about it before but… 
 
Guerra:  Well the City right now, my Division is working on a temporary policy and that temporary 
policy is actually up to a year.  So it’s from three months to a year.  But the City doesn’t have in 
place a temporary art policy. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer: So someone can just say it’s temporary and for the time being it’s temporary. 
 
Guerra: Yeah. 
 
Goulatia: I think the triangle motif as we’ve all discussed is pretty strong but I think the execution 
of it leaves a lot to be desired.  It kind of looks messier, at least the aerial view and it doesn’t really 
indicate, I don’t think it gives you a sense of direction that you’re to go towards Market Square or 
you’ve come towards Point Park.  I don’t get that sense from the way it’s done.  I think I saw some 
images of the Strawberry Way, that was much more active and was visually much stronger in my 
opinion. 
 
Indovina: Just to follow-up on this interim temporary thing.  I think we’d want a commitment that if 
this does extend beyond interim, we’d want to see these maintained for as long as they are in 
place or removed completely.  We wouldn’t want to see them faded and just kind of disheveled 
and shabby looking. 
 
Luther: I can tell you with some certainty that I don’t think anyone involved in the project wants to 
see that happen either, so the success of this project is predicated on active maintenance of the 
installation, and I think we’ve demonstrated that in the Strawberry Way partnership.  We’ll actually 
be renewing based on our approval last year on the high-impact graphic crosswalk.  We’ll be 
reinstalling the Penn and Eleventh pattern that is starting to fade right now.  So I’m hopeful that 
every time we renew one of these projects within the lifespan that we’re approved, that we’re 
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continuing to build confidence that not just at this body but also our public sector partners in the 
community at large that we are stewards of the projects that we’re installing. 
 
Baskinger: Can you roll back to the slide with the budget just quickly.  Is there contingency for 
maintenance? 
 
Luther:  We don’t carry a contingency for maintenance in the project installation budget which is 
what this number is, we do in the Envision Downtown budget on a year to year basis, maintain a 
reserve that we have thankfully not had to tuck into very much.  And so that kind of continues 
from a programmatic perspective and eventually it becomes part of the body of work of the 
Downtown Partnership. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer: Do these planters have an irrigation built into them? 
 
Luther: They do not.  We’re exploring a self-watering planter right now, it’s sitting right outside of 
the PDP office.  What we’ve learned in early conversations with our partners at the Western 
Pennsylvania Conservancy and their subcontractors is that it’s actually easier since we have 
watering trucks out on contract anyway, from the large deployment of streetscape planters, to be 
able to hit these planters with a wand.  It is frankly a pretty wide shotgun approach where you’re 
just watering the whole thing as opposed to the built in irrigation where you have to get into a 
2inch hole and fill that reserve back up.  If we get to a point where we can replace all of the 
planters with the self-watering pattern and they continue to hold up through the winter that’s 
something that will need to be considered for this project.  But for the time being the conventional 
watering pattern dictates just a conventional non-irrigated planter. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer:  That was my second question about them holding up through the winter.  Is 
there any evidence that these trees can make it through the winter in above ground planters? 
 
Luther: I will just say that we are not willy-nilly picking the planting pattern and our investments 
with the partnership Pashek are specifically designed to make sure that our installation partners, 
the Conservancy, are picking the best product to be placed in the right-of-way.  So I don’t have 
details on that but based on their existing work, the Conservancy, I think has a really great track 
record of knowing the demands of both the weather and the urban environment for planter based 
installations in Downtown. 
 
Luckett: And how many planters are there going to be within that area? 
 
Luther: We are currently value engineering that number down.  We have selected a very high 
quality planter to make sure that the maintenance is not an issue and that they can make it through 
the winter.  Right now we have about 25 planters speced.  Many of those are in small clusters to 
kind of create a replication of a street tree and to have that same impact.  Otherwise there’s just 
a few one off planters. 
 
Luckett:  How many approximately are you considering? 
 
Luther: We’re going to be around 20. 
 
Luckett: Ok, because I know in the past, people kind of like to, I’d call it litter.  And more is not 
more.  People think that sometimes, “Oh we’re going to put all of these planters up,” and also 
Colcom is very generous with their funding Downtown, and then you see over time through the 
seasons there aren’t plants, there’s so much litter inside the planters-cigarette butts, cups, 
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everything.  So that’s just something that I wanted to put out there for you.  Sometimes people 
just like to put more out there and it doesn’t really enhance, it actually really kind of clutters that 
area. 
 
Luther:  Absolutely.  So I think it’s worth noting that this planter program will replace the Colcom 
planters that are currently in the space, which for better or for worse depending on your impression 
of this, will allow them to redeploy those elsewhere in the central business district.  And a big 
mantra that we’ve had in this project is that Jeremy really doesn’t want to create more work for 
his clean and save team, so as we look at public space activation projects we’re really cognizant 
of the maintenance budget from the day to day perspective and the ownness that puts on the 
PDP clean and save program.  We want to make sure that whatever we do can be actively 
managed, does not create negative perceptions and visitor experiences, and improves value for 
the adjacent business.  As a bad example, when we first installed the planters next to the bump 
out on Smithfield Street, we did not communicate to our partners at the PDP that those planters 
were there.  We didn’t communicate to the Western Conservancy that those planters were there 
and so you essentially just had these really gnarly overgrown Junipers in a fairly unattractive 
planter.  Once we engaged those partners and we activated that really great maintenance and 
ownership team, I think we’ve really seen those challenges dissipate.  Nothing’s ever going to 
stop people from littering.  Nothing short of Tasers is going to stop people from throwing cigarette 
butts into planters, but we can continue to work to make that sure that we have an active 
maintenance response to that. 
 
Baskinger: It would be really good to see in the renderings with not only the sidewalk graphics but 
the projected number of pedestrians.  You said 150% change in foot traffic in that area.  In the 
renderings you showed four or five people there, really showing emphasis on the graphics.  So I 
would just caution you to echo some of the sentiments that more is visual noise and to minimize 
that, help us see the more accurate context of what we’re likely to see in a day to day scenario. 
 
Luther: Ok, well taken. 
 
Indovina asks for public comment or question.  Without any, he mentions they are here for final 
review.  He says his suggestion would be to add the comments that have been made about 
maintenance and/or removal in some reasonable of time, and asks for a motion. 
 
Luckett:  I think it would be good to see how many planters you’re going to have throughout this.  
Is it in here?  I didn’t see it. 
 
Luther:  It’s not because we were still… 
 
Luckett:  This is final, you’re here for final? 
 
Heideman:  They were here in July for conceptual. 
 
Luther:  We didn’t have the planter detail at the conceptual review.  We hadn’t selected one yet. 
 
Luckett: Right.  But I don’t see that, am I missing it here? 
 
Luther: No.  We had a number in the budget and that number has since changed so in your 
documents we don’t have the 20 planter number. 
 
Luckett: It would be good to have that reflected. 
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Goulatia: In a visual. 
 
Luckett:  Yes, the locations. 
 
Goulatia: And also the graphics need to be reworked.  How you plan to connect. 
 
Indovina: So we can approve it as a final review, we can approve it subject to staff review, or we 
could not approve it.  Could be a motion to any one of those. 
 
Moss: I would’ve said to send this staff but since this is not going to be done until the spring, it 
seems like we have the time to have you come back next month and just give us a final, final 
updated plan as to the location for the planters and the potential revision to the overall graphics, 
and let us give it one last look. 
 
Indovina: I see a lot of heads nodding, I would concur with that as well.  So I guess tactically we 
would table this until a subsequent presentation or review next month. 
 
Heidemann: For the record to you want to specify what those considerations were. 
 
Luckett:  You’re going to give him… 
 
Guerra: We will send you a letter where it says what the Commission has said and from there I 
can work with you for the next presentation. 
 
Luther: Great. 
 
Moss: So can we have a motion for a continuation? 
 
Indovina: Yes. 
 
 
MOTION:  Tabled 
MOVED BY     Moss                   SECONDED BY  Luckett 
IN FAVOR   All  
OPPOSED  None         TABLED 
 

 

5. Vitmore-Baumhaus Development 

(Final) 

George Mongell, Founder and CEO and Bill Sittig of Sittig Cortese, LLC 

 
Bill Sittig announced himself as Council for the owner of Baumhouse.  He stated it is in the form 
of Mea Culpa as the improvements were already constructed, the building has been opened. He 
said that for the Art Commission requirement they wouldn’t have even been aware that they 
weren’t far enough along but what happened was with an out of town architect and a contractor 
that had been indicating that all of the permits and meetings with DPW had occurred and he had 
probably upwards of two years ago negotiated an agreement with the City Law Department for 
joint reciprocal easements and maintenance.  He said those are substantial concession and 
augmentation of sidewalk improvements, very well received, endorsed, and have been adopted 
throughout the East End on the benchmark on what to do.  In fact, he said, his other clients are 
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kind of paying the penalty for what’s happened at Baumhaus, trying to mimic these improvements.  
The fact is he said that the project was not at Art Commission when they should have been and 
the way it rolled out is that when he went to finalize the agreement, to get an occupancy permit, 
they found out that in fact DPW had not been involved.  He stated that typical of DPW in his 35 
years of experience, despite having obviously observed all of that construction taking place, 
substantial roadway improvements, reconstruction, street closures, utility relocations, utility lines, 
they very graciously picked it up and didn’t really penalize them for having been so far behind the 
curve.  The owner at its own expense immediately engaged Pashek Associates and took control 
of from the out of town architect and sat down with DPW.  The reason that we’re here so late he 
said, is that as a result of issues with utility relocation, elevations of the roadway, and things that 
really had to be worked out, they couldn’t get to Art Commission.  He said that ten days ago he 
thought he would have a letter from the Director approving it.  But as of now he said he doesn’t 
have the Director’s letter. 
 
Luckett:  Director Gable?  He’s right here. 
 
Gable:  Staff writes the letters. 
 
Sittg: Yes, I was just told by staff it was ready for signature, so it’s on its way.  But as I indicated, 
there was a lot of catch up that didn’t have as much to do with the streetscape, and roadway 
storm water improvements which the owner was really not aware of until very late in the game, 
and only because I knew we had to get here and so we got directly involved.  So thank you very 
much to DPW for working with us, sorry to the Art Commission for being here, but hopefully you’ll 
see something that is very high level, streetscape improvements.  George Mongell who is the 
Principle, a managing member of the Baumhaus is here to describe this in detail. 
 
Mongell stated that the project is located at 5522 Baum Boulevard.  He said prior to talking through 
the slides, one of the advantages from the beginning of the project was working extensively with 
both the Baum Center Initiative and the Friendship Coalition Group to try and create a new 
pedestrian experience.  One thing he said from the community perspective has been the 
significant amount of traffic and lack of clear pedestrian crossings and an overall sense of 
community safety.  He stated they tried to create a promenade effect.  He showed the previous 
existing conditions and the previous sidewalk conditions which were replicated throughout the 
Baum Center area.  All of the areas he said were then subsequently demolished, and showed 
renderings from two years ago.  He then showed the outside property line and said that working 
with the community groups, City Planning, and Zoning, to take on the ownership responsibility of 
maintaining the sidewalk.  He said that Baum is heavily trafficked both in the morning rush hour 
and evenings.  They created a bio retention area for all storm water management that exceeded 
all expectations and then they provided pedestrian seating and bicycle racks along with a public 
bike repair station.  He showed actual images that are current.  He showed planters, teak furniture, 
and the public bike repair station.  The other item he mentioned that the LED lights are not 
required to go to their backup generator, in the event that street lights go out.  However they did 
put them on the backup generator in case anyone is on the exterior of the building and the power 
is out, the sidewalk will be illuminated throughout the down power times.  He said the landscaping 
just went in two-three weeks ago, working with Pashek to make sure that since it is the North side 
of the building that all vegetation is both salt resistant and also has the proper components within 
the soil conditions to clean and filter the water before it gets into the storm water management 
systems.  All plants are specific to climactic conditions. 
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Goulatia: The planters that you have shown are all in different shapes and sizes. What type are 
they? Are they going to be uniform? Also the spacing seems erratic - are they going to be spaced 
equidistant from one another? Also, is there enough space for pedestrians to walk?  
 
Mongell: They’re board form planters, they’re about 2000 lbs a piece.  We have about an 8in 
curve on the outside.  This distance typically between most of the planters is 20 feet.  What we 
did is instead of going from the curb to the sidewalk, the city requires either 8 or 10 feet, but what 
we did was we actually offset our building about 20 feet from the curb to create this pedestrian 
environment where they feel very safe and secure throughout. 
 
Indovina: So all of this planting occurs basically in the right of way between…. 
 
Mongell: The majority of it does.  Except for a couple of planters, a majority is all in the right of 
way. 
 
Indovina: The diagonal ones look like they extend onto the property. 
 
Mongell: Correct, just a few. 
 
Indovina: And this creates kind of a barrier to prevent pedestrians from crossing or are there 
crossings? 
 
Mongell: We put in all of the pedestrian crossings.  There is a standard at Baum and South 
Graham going both directions.  We do have the ADA accessibility in terms of the improvements. 
 
Indovina: Mid-block crossings? 
 
Mongell: There are no mid-block crossings whatsoever. 
 
Luckett:  What about the maintenance, because clearly these planters, the look… 
 
Mongell: We maintain everything. 
 
Luckett: They are kind of in uniform with the actual building, the aesthetic. 
 
Sittig: That’s part of with the City, Mr. Indovina indicated the bulk of this is within the City right of 
way and we have a maintenance agreement.  The maintenance obligation will stay with the owner 
and the City has the right to come in and enforce and lien and make sure that they’re maintained 
properly. 
 
Luckett:  So the seating elements, is that on public, is that the City, or is that private? 
 
Mongell: It’s actually a bit of both.  If you look at this picture here (showing on screen), right where 
this line is on the sidewalk, this is actually our property line, so the public bike repair station in this 
photo here is on our property.  This bench angles into the public right of way.  As you go down 
this bench right here, the next one, is on our property.  There’s one at the entrance on our property, 
and then there’s one on the other side, this is all on our property. 
 
Moss: So does the City have a revocable permit of sorts so that if need be, this can all be removed, 
if the City would need to do something in the right of way? 
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Sittig: Well first right now, we’re operating under a temporary occupancy permit and we need to 
get this completed to have the final.  But ultimately the City rights of way in this agreement, the 
City always has a right to take, but in the agreement that we have, these are essentially permanent 
elements that we have to maintain, and yeah if there’d be a street widening or something it would 
be no different. 
 
Luckett:  I just have a concern as far as it’s a little confusing for me to see what’s public and what’s 
private, because that might signal to people walking by that they can’t sit here or they can, for me 
that’s just a concern that I have. 
 
Sittig: It shouldn’t.  It is all, for all intensive purpose, and for some of the other areas that I’ve 
worked for, at the Casino or Station Square, this will all be all public access all the time.  Another 
one that I worked on was at the PPG, the sidewalk coming up there, there are questions about 
being able to prevent that-there are no public restrictions here and if you go there you’ll see it’s 
100% fully public. 
 
Luckett:  Not that I don’t trust you, I’m just saying. 
 
Sittig: You don’t have to trust me, it’s legal. 
 
Luckett:  I’m just saying that perception and reality are two different things.  And so say if I’m on 
Penn Avenue in Garfield, you can see that there is clearly some designated areas that are public 
benches as opposed to this, it kind of looks as if because you all went to great lengths and it’s 
wonderful, that it looks as if it’s all incorporated into this private structure.  So that’s just my 
concern. 
 
Sittig:  Have you been, has that been your experience on the street?  That wasn’t the intent, I 
don’t think that’s how it reads. 
 
Luckett:  I’m just letting you know that perception and reality does exist, and so it does appear 
and fee,l that that is privately owned area. 
 
Sittig:  Well the building’s been open since July and Mr. Mongell referenced the free bike and 
public maintenance, and our experience has been, I’ve been there a lot I can tell you it’s used as 
public space. 
 
Luckett: Oh I live right around there, just so you know. 
 
Mongell:  That bike station does see a lot of use. 
 
Luckett: Yeah, I don’t live far from there.  I have friends, I have people that have businesses 
around there.  I’m just letting you know that perception and reality… 
 
Mongell: I think the other thing that is going to help is when we activate the retail space here that 
isn’t activated here, and people can sit out on the benches.  They do already, it’s heavily used by 
people whether they’re pedestrians, the bike storage, we have people park their bikes and go to 
Avenue B which is a block behind our building, that’s exactly what it’s supposed to be used for.  
In working with BCI and Friendship Coalition Group, they’ve been very instrumental in creating a 
pedestrian friendly environment geared towards safety and prohibit intermittent mid-street 
crossing.  You’ll even see more activation once retail is up and running.  But I appreciate your 
feedback. 
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Luckett:  I hope you can understand what I’m saying though. 
 
Sittig:  Absolutely, it’s the push and pull between creating the safety and the separation from the 
public right of way.  One of the reasons was that it’s drastic width there and it’s frankly, my other 
clients aren’t able to meet, so those aren’t up against the building.  The neighbors very much like 
the feeling of the safety and separation but when you do that you’re away from the street and 
closer to the building.  It wasn’t the intent to capture that and have it be the Baumhaus and that 
isn’t how the neighborhood took it.  But to the extent that there’s signage or other indicators that 
can welcome that, that’s one of the reasons we’re here.  We took a lot of community input, this 
was community driven. 
 
Indovina: Given this location along Baum Boulevard, I’ve long been an advocate for reacting to 
building frontages to where they’re placed on a street.  This is a very busy street with high volume 
and high speed traffic.  If you’d built to your property line, which you’re able to do, this is LNC, 
then it would be very tenuous to walk along the sidewalk with cars going by at 50 miles an hour.  
So I applaud the inverting of the public and private zone, just from a perception and safety 
standpoint.  I think this kind of creates a nice zone.  It might not hurt to have some signage saying 
this is open to the public, this is for the public to enjoy. 
 
Gable, Luckett, and Moss say yes. 
 
Indovina:  That would eliminate any confusion that people may have about trespassing there. 
 
Sittig: It’s certainly an invitation to the community.  It’s an invitation to engage.  It’s well taken.  I 
thought the bike station, there’s a lot of bike parking and we do all this bike credit, this is one that’s 
actually working and is a community thing.  That type of thing would help.  Another thing, it’s not 
as though the people from the building are hanging out or have commandeered the space. The 
other part of the building is, George I don’t know if you showed it. 
 
Luckett: It’s ok, you don’t have to keep explaining that.  I think we understand. 
 
Sittig:  No but the actual building space, the outdoor space, this is a dramatic and outdoor space.  
So it’s not as though the people in the building are capturing that. 
 
Moss:  I think this issue of perception, I’m not a fan of putting signs all over the place because I 
think that adds clutter.  But I think maybe this would something that would be good for the City to 
monitor how this space is used over the next year.  And if this perception of this being overly 
private and not open to the public really seems like an issue then I think it would be something 
maybe we would need to request that there be some greater indication to the public that this is 
public space.  I do agree with you that if you do have commercial storefronts in the bottom of this 
building, that will naturally start to inform that as well.  Is that something you’d be open to? 
 
Mongell: Yes, at that point. 
 
Indovina: Further comments, questions?   
 
Indovina asks for public comment or question.  Without any, he asks for a motion. 
 
Moss:  I’ll go ahead and make a motion.  Certainly the process is something we all recognize it 
wasn’t being done after the fact, but I think the project looks generally well done. 
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MOTION:  Final with understanding that the City has the right to review how the space 

is used and if the City views that it is being perceived as a private space as 
opposed to a public space, that signage or other measures be taken in the 
future to help to correct that. 

 
MOVED BY    Moss             SECONDED BY Heidemann 
IN FAVOR   All  
OPPOSED  None         CARRIED 
 

6. URA-Liberty Green  

(Final) 

Emily Mitchell, Development Specialist and Alisha Wormsley, Artist 

 
Mitchell states that she is present with the project artist, Alisha Wormsley, for a new neighborhood 
park at the intersection of Larimer and East Liberty neighborhoods.  She says they have been 
before the Commission a couple of times.  The first time, for an overview.  The second time for 
more detail on the River Roots community arts project.  This review she said puts all elements 
together to see everything as a whole.  Mitchell said that a little background is that the Larimer 
Community over the last decade has done a lot of planning and advocacy around a system of 
public parks and open space that they could really rebuild their community around.  She drew 
upon an image from the Larimer vision to action plan, which was completed in 2013 and really 
was the impetus for a $30M Choice Neighborhood HUD grant that came to the community.  That 
HUD grant she said included a lot of factors including 300 plus units of new mixed income housing 
and replacement housing.  A lot of work with current residents there in terms of health and 
wellness, workforce development, and neighborhood improvements went into this, which is how 
the URA started to spearhead the parks planning effort.  She said that while the URA will develop 
the park and build it, in the end they will transfer the first phase park over to the City and it would 
become a City public neighborhood park.  Mitchell stated that in 2015, partnering with the Larimer 
Consensus Group, Kingsley Association, ELDI, and with some technical assistance from the 
Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy, the URA hired Walsh, Roberts, and Todd which is a landscape 
architecture firm out of Philadelphia to complete an open space master plan for the whole system.  
They completed the master plan but the URA is working on final design for the first phase piece, 
which is the new neighborhood park, which she will go into detail on today.  She reviewed existing 
conditions, made of two pieces, upper and lower park portions.  Mitchell went over the 
engagement process of the park design, saying they worked closely with DPW, the Housing 
Authority, the Kingsley Association, Larimer Consensus Group, ELDI, residents from the 
community, and different stakeholders and technical advisors, which formed a steering committee 
which met monthly throughout the conceptual design process.  There were three public 
workshops and they went into the community visiting local schools, having an art event across 
from the future park site, as well as they went to the senior luncheons.  She stated that that public 
process was further enriched by Alisha as she worked with the neighborhood to develop an 
understanding of the River Roots Art piece of the project.  Mitchell provided an aerial of the park, 
showing open space, a play area, an open space entrance, and a bio swell.  She provided 
additional information to the elements that were presented during conceptual review, including 
specific play equipment at varying age levels.  She mentioned that one key concept to the park 
was allowing for open space, since the community was previously using the area for barbequing.  
They worked to keep space open and available for community programming as well as informal 
presentations by the community.  In terms of the tiles that will be used, the soft surface will include 
tiles that DPW currently uses which will provide for easier maintenance as well as pointed out 
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shade over the seating areas.  Mitchell reviewed the final storm water plan and plantings plan 
prior to introducing Wormsley to review art components. 
 
Wormsley stated she has spent a lot of time with those creating the park as well as with the 
community, as she has worked on developing the artistic elements.  She went to quilting circles, 
senior brunches, and yoga classes.  She said that it became apparent to her that rather than 
creating one piece, she would create more of an environment or several smaller things to 
represent different groups of people and move people through the space.  She showed the various 
elements of story stones, reed sound structures, a pump where water is actually being used, and 
then a quilt mosaic that will occur.  The story stones will come from words that the children used, 
surrounded by the sound reeds sculptures.  She is using actual drawing that the kids in the 
schools made, to create stone sea creatures that will be installed.  She is including many historical 
references to water as it has been experienced in the community. 
 
Goulatia: How are you doing the quotes that are on the rocks? 
 
Wormsley: Just like you would engrave a cemetery stone. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer: I’m assuming that the areas in the playground are separated by age groups? 
 
Mitchell: Yes, absolutely. 
 
Moss: The whole park looks amazing, I can’t wait for you to get it done for people to experience 
it. 
 
Luckett: What’s your timeframe? 
 
Mitchell: This is the section that is 2-5 area and then small scale versions for kids.  This would be 
potentially a really small spray area and then this is a 5-12 area.  And the timeline, we’re working 
for final design over the fall and the winter and my hope is to bid it out in January so we can start 
building in the spring, then we’re hoping it will be a yearlong process. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer: It looks like a very engaging play area, not just for young people but older people 
as well. 
 
Goulatia: One more question about the play area that you’re creating with the tiles in the play 
area, are those soft tiles? 
 
Mitchell: Yes they’re soft tiles. 
 
Indovina asks for public comment or question.   
 
Luckett: Great job. 
 
Indovina: Without any other questions, he asks for a motion. 
 
MOTION:  Final 
 
MOVED BY    Heidemann            SECONDED BY Arimoto-Mercer 
IN FAVOR   All  
OPPOSED  None         CARRIED 
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(Break) 
 
Stephen Foster Statue Correspondence 
 
Indovina asks if the Commission is ready to proceed. 
 
Guerra states that on October 18th the Commissioners received a summary as well as multiple 
files of materials from the Stephen Foster matters.  They received Chapter 175 and 165, the City 
Archivist presentation regarding the history of the statue, the minutes from the previous Stephen 
Foster Hearing and a binder with all of the comments that have been received online.  After the 
18th, a few more comments have been received: 3 for removal, 2 for alternative signage, and 3 
for no action. 
 
Indovina then states that the next item is public comment and asks anyone wishing to make 
comment to approach the podium, state their name, and restrict comments to three minutes. 
 
Public Comment on Stephen Foster Statue 
 
Arthur Denberg announces himself and states that in 1899 when the statues of females in 
Highland Park were protested as indecent, the sculpture laughed and asked, “Do they expect 
them to wear overcoats.”  Denberg says he would be just as puzzled by the attacks on his Foster 
statue.  He then asks, Will you be the first to remove a statue because of responses that ignore 
its obvious intent and significance?  It is not only not racist or demeaning but celebrates opposition 
to racism.  Why sacrifice a compelling reminder of black influence on enduring music and also a 
potent reminder of our dishonorable past.  Scandalized citizens banned Huckleberry Finn and To 
Kill A Mockingbird because of how they dealt with race.  Please have the courage not to bow to 
similar misguided outrage said Denberg.  He continues by saying that the statues intent is the 
opposite of racism.  The sculptor’s instructions were to show Foster’s inspiration from black music.  
Therefore the charge of cultural appropriation is ludacris.  The whole point of the statue was to 
acknowledge his debt to black music.  Just as Antonin Dvorak did in 1893 when he said the 
following, “In the Negro melodies of America I discover all that is needed for a great and noble 
score of music.”  If you’re not offended by the New World Symphony finished three days later, 
you should all also not take umbrage at Foster’s debt to black music, said Denberg.  The fact that 
the slave is positioned below Foster is essential to a claim of racism.  This can be seen by 
imagining a variation.  Picture the slave standing beside Foster instead of seated below, with the 
figures side by side.  It is highly unlikely that there would be a negative response.  But not look at 
Foster’s eyes.  To see his artistic imagination at work composing music, it is absolutely clear that 
the slave is imagined by Foster and that he occupies the separate imaginary space of Foster’s 
creative thought.  Therefore contextually the figures are not even near each other.  To claim 
degradation because the slave is below Foster represents a willful refusal to acknowledge the 
statues crystal clear narrative.  If you imagine Abraham Lincoln replacing Foster on the statue 
writing the Emancipation Proclamation, the supposed racism due to placement vanishes.  But 
according to Frederick Douglas whose superior judgement we must accept, Foster’s songs aided 
abolition.  Some of his songs were even rejected because they were too anti-slavery.  The knee-
jerk does nothing but mislead.  That statues intent in history must be considered.  One Foster 
song features a banjo playing slave who murdered his master.  He could be the slave in this 
statue, think again about White Supremacy.  Which statue should go, Foster wrote sentimental 
songs; Columbus enslaved, tortured, and committed genocide.  Your decision.  Foster awakened 
society to the humanity of slaves, the statue commemorates this and deserves to remain where 
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it is.  I hope you will have the courage to resist the misleading claims of racism because the statue 
is beautiful, said Denberg. 
 
Tom Powers announces himself and states he is President of the Lawrenceville Historical Society, 
the final resting place of Stephen Foster.  He says he would like to put in a pitch for the statue 
remaining where it is but with appropriate and explanatory signage.  The statue has 
acknowledged problems and very many interpretations, all of which he says he is sure the 
Commission has heard of in the intervening weeks.  He again says he would put a pitch for 
appropriate explanatory signage by the statue where it is.  The statue is in effect in a campus of 
learning and we should always constantly be learning and this is a perfect opportunity to tell 
people about why the statue might have a problem or why Stephen Foster was as important as 
he was.  Each generation that comes up forgets more and more of our history.  We should keep 
that in front and center, the good and the bad, and let them know that we are acknowledging the 
problems and the good parts of our story but we don’t want to forget them.  We shouldn’t be 
running away from history so he would please encourage keeping the statue where it is but putting 
up explanatory signage with it.  The Lawrenceville Historical Society would be more than happy 
to help in that endeavor. 
 
 
Brittany Felder announces herself as being with Conscious Campus Conscious City.  She states 
their primary objective is the removal and contextualization of the Stephen Foster statue.  At the 
last hearing, one of the members and spokesperson Sean Champagn made comments 
concerning the statue.  She states that in relevant part he said, “While intending to memorialize a 
piece of Pittsburgh history, the Stephen Foster statue in question stands in symbol of White 
Supremacy.  The symbolism of a ragged, toothless slave absent mindedly picking a banjo at the 
feet of a well-groomed, finely dressed white man sends a powerful message of white superiority.  
More than that the statue depicts the horrific institution of chattel slavery as something charming 
or folksy and it wears a badge of honor to what should be a mark of shame.”  She states she 
would like to make final comments regarding the position of the group.  Following the meeting the 
group garnered the support of several community members and resubmitted the statement via 
email.  She says that while everyone is acutely aware of the history of Stephen Foster and the 
legend of Uncle Ned, as the group as others have stated they do not believe it is the only factor 
of consideration concerning the fate of the statue.  She says the group is not asking for revisionist 
history or to abolish imagery that they feel is inappropriate, they are not speaking out of weakness 
or sensitivity, and they are not asking that the statue be removed or contextualized because it 
hurts their feelings.  This is not an attack on the legacy of Stephen Foster, and the group believes 
that advocates of the statue would agree that Stephen Foster’s legacy should be memorialized 
without depictions of degradation and greatness itself does not necessitate degradation.  They 
are asking because it is a fact that throughout the course of our nation’s history that African 
American’s have been looked at as less than.  Less than worthy of justice and less than the 
contributions to the tapestry of the nation.  She states that even today they are still asking for 
justice and as a community are so used to demeaning imagery of minorities and in particular 
African Americans, that they (images) can be walked by daily with the degradation embodied not 
seen.  It’s not about the positive history but the preservation of humanity with dignity and facing 
our history head on with truth and condemnation when necessary. 
 
James Wudarcyk announces himself as a resident of Pittsburgh and taxpayer.  He says that 
contrary to what people think, Stephen Foster was not a slave holder nor was he rich.  In fact he 
died with only a handful of change in his possession.  At the center of the Foster statue 
controversy is the fact that a black man is seated at the foot of a white man.  In the mid nineteenth 
century was the master who sat and the servant who stood.  He says that in the Oakland statue 
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we see the opposite, the poor downtrodden slave who is singing and speaking while we see a 
well-dressed white man takes note.  He says that perhaps the moral of the story is that all of us 
can learn a lesson from the lowly and humble person.  Through the beauty of music the poor and 
broken hearted can find consolation.  When we listen to their story he says, we can reach down 
into the depths of their heart and soul to discover that all of us share the same emotions, hopes, 
and dreams.  The statue is not a story of suppression but of a nineteenth century writer who is 
listening, learning, and recording as to give voice to a group of people who were formally ignored.  
It is worth noting he says, that on Sunday October 8th KQV radio conducted a poll on statue 
controversy and was overwhelmed with the response.  They received 12,559 calls of which 95% 
of the callers favored keeping this statue.  That means that 11,931 people were in favor of keeping 
this statue and only 628 called for its removal.  There were also many comments posted on the 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and Tribune Review websites.  Most favored keeping the statue where it 
stands.  Please take those numbers into consideration because they are much more significant 
than just the testimony or the emails that you have received.  Undoubtedly he states he believes 
that the Mayor and the Commission has already made up their minds on this controversy.  But he 
would hope that is not the case and that the Commission will see that Foster was in fact a patriotic 
American that was trying to give voice to a people who were ignored.  Trying to give dignity to a 
people that formerly did not have dignity, and he deserves to be honored by having his statue 
remain where it stands. 
 
Indovina asked if there is anyone else in the public who would care to make a comment. 
 
Commission Review and Recommendation regarding Stephen Foster Statue 
 
With no additional comment, Indovina stated that the next order of business is to take up the 
question with deliberations and come up with an ultimate recommendation to the City.  He asks 
Yesica Guerra to outline the options as a body and stated that the options are relatively limited. 
 
Guerra stated that the City designates the Art Commission as the Authority to review the 
alteration, relocation, or removal of art in the possession of the City.  Four actions have been 
proposed for consideration: additional signage, statue relocation, the removal of the statue for 
disposition, or no action.  City code chapters 175.04 requires 2/3 vote by the Commission to 
approve any of these options.  She then handed out a copy of the options to the Commissioners. 
 
Indovina then stated that he opened it up to comments and discussion among the Commissioners 
at this point.  He asked if anybody would like to make a comment. 
 
Goulatia stated that she is for the relocation of the statue to another facility where people can see 
it at their own discretion.  She stated that she thinks it is a racist statue and by no means is she 
delegitimizing what Stephen Foster and music did, but she thinks that the depiction is not of a real 
person.  Stephen Foster is a real man and the African American figure, even though if he is 
supposed to be getting inspiration from him, is unidentifiable.  She states there is no name given 
to that person, so she thinks it is demeaning. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer stated that if the Commission wants it to be relocated, the Commission cannot 
designate where it’s going to be, and asks if that is correct.  She continued by saying that whatever 
institution it would go to would have to accept it, and asks if this is not a decision the Commission 
can make. 
 
Goulatia asked if the Commission could suggest. 
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Guerra stated that the Commissioners have received suggestions.  She said those were sent to 
the Commissioners from the received comments.  She stated that the Commission may pick one 
of those and then the City can approach them, and then that would come again to Art Commission. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer asks if that would not necessarily be its final place. 
 
Indovina followed by asking if the ultimate location would be something that the Art Commission 
would consider. 
 
Moss stated that if it is on public property. 
 
Guerra stated yes, if it is on public property. 
 
Indovina said it belongs to the City and then asks if that is correct. 
 
Guerra said yes. 
 
Indovina said that ultimately its location would be subject to Art Commission. 
 
Heidemann stated that she thinks most of the suggested locations were not on public property if 
she is remembering correctly. 
 
Goulatia asked if they can suggest that they don’t want it to be on public property as part of the 
relocation motion. 
 
Luckett stated she is in favor of removing it from public view.  She said that if you want to 
contextualize it she thinks that there are institutions here that can do that but having it in public 
view is sending the wrong message to people living in Pittsburgh and people visiting.  She said 
this is not the message we want to send regardless of how Stephen Foster is to be memorialized, 
there are other memorials and so removing it from public view is what she is in favor of.  She said 
that if wanting to suggest a private space, there are institutions that could definitely be 
approached, one being adjacent to the sculpture. 
 
Moss stated that he thinks Kilolo’s point of public view is significant.  This is public art and he 
thinks that what is of matter of question for the Commission is the role of public art and he thinks 
public art vs private art is very different.  He said that public art and sculptures should reflect who 
we are as a society and as a society today.  And that may change over time but he thinks that 
public art should be something that reflects who we are and reflects the future and who we aspire 
to be.  He said that he thinks this sculpture in particular is not necessarily doing that. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer stated that she is a fairly new member on the Commission so she went to the 
documents that the Commission was given about their responsibility as Art Commissioners and 
in the City Charter it states that one of the responsibilities for public projects or art is that they 
provide something welcome in nature.  She said that she thinks this statue, from what has been 
heard from everyone is fairly divisive and she finds it difficult to find that that would be a welcoming 
image of our City, so she thinks it is problematic.  She said one of her questions is if the 
Commission votes for removal and it is deaccessioned, then it goes to the Finance Committee, 
and it could be basically released to be sold or acquisitioned by someone else. 
 
Guerra said yes. 
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Arimoto-Mercer stated that she is of that feeling. 
 
Indovina stated that it seems to him that part of the purview of the Commission is to determine 
the appropriateness of pieces of art that are in the public realm.  To him this piece falls far short 
of depicting appropriate inspiration or a moralization even of Stephen Foster given the context 
and juxtaposition of the figures and all of the images that conveys.  He said he thinks it is 
inappropriate to be located in the public realm and that there are perhaps places for it that could 
be more appropriate where it can be properly interpreted for the context of when it was created.  
He said that he would certainly give concession to that it is of a different time, an unfortunate time 
perhaps, but it seems that is the purview to determine the appropriateness of something in the 
public realm and he believes this particular sculpture given its subject is not appropriate to be 
located in the public realm. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer stated that she was very grateful for all of the comments and calls and that the 
Commission got transcripts of everything.  It was a couple hundred pages at least, at the 
minimum.  She thinks that for anyone who weighed in on this, it is an incredible act of conscious 
and courage to do that in a public setting and she thanks everyone that spoke.  She stated it was 
very moving to her. 
 
Heidemann said that she thinks in general both sides have made some very valid points including 
things that she hadn’t thought about originally so she also appreciates all of the public 
commentary and she is happy that art can bring so many people out to express their thoughts.  
That being said, she agrees the issue at hand here and what the Commission is responsible for 
and what is under their purview.  There is the issue of public property and given the fact that it is 
on public property, she also favors the relocation of the statue in a place on private property where 
it can be properly contextualized.  She said she does strongly believe in teaching but she doesn’t 
think this particular statue has a place in the public realm given the divisive nature that it has 
conveyed to the community. 
 
Goulatia asked between relocation and removal, what is the difference.  Does relocation refer to 
it moving to it another place? 
 
Guerra said yes. 
 
Goulatia says that she then is for removal.  She stated that she just wanted to make sure that she 
corrected herself. 
 
Heidemann stated that with that clarification she would say relocation to a private setting. 
 
Guerra stated that removal is more like taking it away.  And the City can ask the Department of 
Public Works if the City can store it for a while until a place for relocation is found.  Or the 
Commission can vote for removal for disposition.  Disposition goes to the Department of Finance. 
 
Goulatia said that she is for relocation to a private place where it can be used to teach history and 
to teach what was wrong.  She said that she thinks that because the amount of debate has been 
noticed regarding the statue in this setting itself, it would be a great conversation for the next 
generation and art historians to go and study it in a place where they can really understand why 
the statue was removed, why it was made in the first place, and what was wrong with it. 
 
Heidemann said that on that note it can also still be used to teach about the history of Stephen 
Foster as well and all of those things together. 
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Baskinger said that he thinks much of what the Commission is wrestling with is there is no clear 
intent behind the statue.  There is very little historical record around it and much like digging up 
any kind of archeological artifact, the Commission is confronted by it and must make sense of it.  
He said that what he thinks they’re hearing from the public is a range of voices trying to make 
sense of what it is and what it means.  From a product design perspective and an art perspective, 
he said we look at objects as both reflectors and projectors.  They can do both and when they’re 
in a public setting such as where it is now, it can only be seen as projecting.  So he said the 
question is, is it projecting our values, is it projecting the contemporary themes, and does it reflect 
our City.  If it’s in a private institution where it can be contextualized then it can serve as more of 
a reflector and we can situate it within history as complex and as dark as it may be.  He said that 
his opinion given the limited choices seems that removal and then the City can decide where it 
can go after that based on who can step up to accept this statue.  He said it will likely be someone 
outside of the City, as there are places it can be contextualized. 
 
Indovina stated that the Commission will need to craft a motion either individually or that conveys 
the sense of the Commission.  He stated it could be individual opinion that would be voted on 
positively or negatively, and invites one of the Commissioners to make a motion for consideration 
among the group. 
 
MOTION:  Remove the Stephen Foster statue from public property and public viewing 
and if it has to be relocated, it needs to be done so in a private setting.  Indovina states he 
would like to add that Public Works take possession of the statue and perhaps store until 
there is an appropriate location to place it in the future, where it can be properly 
contextualized and interpreted. 
 
MOVED BY        Goulatia                  SECONDED BY   Luckett 
IN FAVOR      All  
OPPOSED     None         CARRIED 
 
 
Indovina thanks all for comments and consideration. 
 
Luckett asks Guerra for the timeframe. 
 
Guerra stated that is something she wants to talk to the Commissioners about.  She said that she 
does not want this to be put in a storage facility and then years go by and the City will still be 
dealing with this.  So she asked if there is a recommendation from the Commissioner that says 
within a year the City has to have this revolved, it would give a frame to work from.  She stated 
that she thinks that would be another good thing for the Commission to do, make that 
recommendation. 
 
Luckett asked if that has to be an amendment to the motion. 
 
Guerra stated the Commission can add to it. 
 
Arimoto-Mercer asked what is realistic. 
 
Indovina stated it might be appropriate to have a report back within a year as to what the progress 
is. 
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Luckett asked what is reasonable, is it 30 days, 60 days? 
 
Guerra said there is not a time frame.  She said it will be her talking to director Gable, them (DPW) 
trying to figure out where to put it, us (the City) finding the funding to remove it, and putting it in 
storage and then going from there.  But there is not really a timeframe she said, and that she is 
concerned the City is going to store it as other art pieces have been stored, and then they are just 
there forever.  She said that she doesn’t think that is the intent, she thinks the Commission would 
like to see it stored but then relocated somewhere private, so if there is some type of timeframe 
that would be helpful for everyone to keep moving forward. 
 
Goulatia asked where all of the Confederate monuments that are being removed going.  She 
asked if there is a place that they are all going to or not. 
 
Luckett asked if the City just has public art that is in storage.  Interesting work that just hasn’t 
been installed or reinstalled. 
 
Guerra said yes. 
 
Luckett asked if the City has the documentation of how the Stephen Foster statue was installed. 
 
Guerra said yes the City has all of that. 
 
Luckett asked if there needs to be some diligence as far as removal. 
 
Guerra said probably yes.  She said it will be the City and hiring someone else to do all of that 
work. 
 
Goulatia stated that even if the Commission would recommend places, those places would have 
to be willing to take the statue, which is a separate issue. 
 
Guerra said yes, so the five or six options that were given, the City will approach them to see if 
they would want to take it.  Then if anyone says yes, she said she will report back to the 
Commission. 
 
Heidemann said that in addition to those on the list, she didn’t recall seeing the Heinz History 
Center on there, so she would recommend it be added. 
 
Luckett said that within a short time frame it could be within six months, to remove it and then 
have within a year to give a year and a half to look at options and raise funds. 
 
Moss said that seems reasonable. 
 
Guerra said she agrees. 
 
Heidemann said she thinks it’s important given that this for so many years was part of the 
Pittsburgh Community, to give right of first refusal to Pittsburgh partners in the community that 
was on the list and others so that those who enjoy the statue could continue to be near it if they 
so choose.  She said she doesn’t know what that process might look like, but essentially doing an 
outreach to some of the suggested places to determine interest and if there is no interest, then 
go back. 
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Guerra said storage. 
 
Luckett asked if six months is reasonable to look into removal and then within a year from that 
seeing if someone will take that into their institution to contextualize it and raise the funds as well. 
 
Goulatia asked if there is any other work in storage already. 
 
Guerra said there are a couple of pieces. 
 
Goulatia asked if something could be replaced. 
 
Guerra said not what is in storage now. 
 
Indovina said that with what Kilolo is saying, formal action should be taken and a second motion 
and vote should occur. 
 
Kilolo asked if she should restate what she previously said. 
 
Heidemann asked her to clarify. 
 
Luckett said remove the sculpture within six months and then within 18 months decide who is 
going to be the recipient of the sculpture. 
 
Goulatia said she seconds. 
 
Luckett said that means it can be stored for up to 18 months and then asks Gastil if he would like 
to say something. 
 
Gastil said that in protocol there is a motion on the table.  He said he recommends that the 
Commission asks for something like a report in three months because when setting deadlines 
and so forth there are any numbers of factors such as cost, budget, etc. etc. that the Commission 
will want to make sure that the City has the opportunity to update the Commission at a reasonable 
time, to say what the progress is and what is and isn’t possible and what is expected.  He said he 
would build that in, an expectation of a report earlier because if there is something that makes it 
extremely difficult or it goes sooner, it would be good to have a check in time to help. 
 
Luckett thanked Gastil and stated she will rephrase the motion. 
 
MOTION:  Remove the sculpture within six months but also have a progress report with 

a timeframe within the first three months.  Then within 18 month timeframe, 
find a recipient to take the sculpture. 

 
MOVED BY    Luckett            SECONDED BY Goulatia 
IN FAVOR   All  
OPPOSED  None  
           CARRIED 
 
Meeting Adjourned 


